
THE COLLECTOR ESSAY QUESTIONS

How do the class differences between Miranda and Clegg prevent them from seeing eye to eye? Answer: Two
characters from The Tempest, Ferdinand (the young prince) and Caliban (the wretched monster), are here combined
into one character, the butterfly collector Frederick Clegg.

Answer: Before her imprisonment, Miranda had apparently never interacted with anyone as narrow-minded as
Clegg, or as oblivious to high culture as he is. Why does Sarah allow herself to be called "the French
lieutenant's whore" when in fact she never had sex with him? How are these other sources similar to, or
different from, Fowles's novel? Are their themes and characters similar in spite of differences in plot and
setting? As is the case with The Silence of the Lambs, the plot of The Collector revolves around the acts of a
man obsessed with collection and capture. Compare this novel with a popular romance or a gothic novel,
either of the nineteenth century or the present. Fowles subverts Shakespeare by making it Miranda's fate to be
killed by the Caliban side of Clegg's character, rather than leaving her confinement and finding harmony with
the Ferdinand side. He is, however, less likable than the narrators of those two novels, and he often lacks the
verbal cleverness of the learned narrator of Lolita, Humbert Humbert. In the end, however, Frederick has the
ultimate power when Miranda gets ill and Frederick leaves her to die, instead of getting her help. It was only
with his acquisition of wealth than he became Miranda's captor. If Clegg had not acquired the means by which
to kidnap Miranda than he would never had done it, he said it himself. Miranda, being of the upper-class,
should rightfully have power over Clegg, the lower- class, but the roles are seemingly reversed when she is
kidnapped by Clegg and put at his mercy. How do you think it infl uenced him? Fowles uses the two main
characters, Miranda and Clegg, and the situation that they are placed in to embody his ideas, values and beliefs
and to highlight the division between social classes and therefore power. This essay set out to analyse and
discuss the social and class differences between Miranda and Frederick, by discussing how the novel portrays
their backgrounds, the language they use, their jobs and education. What do you think this says about their
respective personalities? Why do you think Fowles chose to include him in the narrative? Answer: Miranda's
death provides an undoubtedly depressing end to the novel, especially because she becomes so full of life and
excitement about the future before she falls into her grave illness. Ernesto Miranda was arrested in Phoenix in 
Just as importantly, Miranda's death reveals Clegg's true character.


